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Aircraft Building: Composite Repair

the wrench's impact damaged the underlying surface? Will the crack allow moisture to penetrate into the part? How can the builder tell what the total damage is? 
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Nuts &Bolts



Aircraft Building



Repairing Composite Surfaces



REPAIRING DENTS AND dings in sheet-metal airplanes is often fairly simple, and assessing the damage to repair is usually It's straightforward. The same is true with a fabric-covered airplane. You look beneath the fabric for any structural damage, repair it if present, and then repair the fabric with a patch and a few chemicals. In both cases, you're flying again in short order (depending on the severity of the damage of course). Repairing a composite airplane isn't always so straightforward. Although damage to the composite exterior is readily apparent, detecting damage beneath it is often difficult. After assessing all the damage, repairing a composite structure usually means greater downtime because of the cure times resins and adhesives require. For example, a builder (certainly not you) accidentally drops a wrench on the wing of a composite airplane. All the builder sees is a



not always a straightforward process RON ALEXANDER



Although damage to the composite exterior is readily apparent, detecting damage beneath it is often difficult.



small crack in the surface, but has the wrench's impact damaged the underlying surface? Will the crack allow moisture to penetrate into the part? How can the builder tell what the total damage is? How does he or she repair it—and should the builder be the one to make the repairs? Legally, if you have a production composite aircraft, only a certificated airframe and powerplant mechanic or repair station can make and sign off 94
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the repair, although some may let you assist in the repair. If you have an amateurbuilt aircraft, you can repair it regardless of your qualifications. But let's apply some common sense to this. If you didn't build the airplane—and you do not have a basic understanding of composite materialsthen you don't need to attempt these repairs. With anything that's beyond repairing simple, cosmetic surface scratches you should find help.



Composite Wounds Like humans, composite airplanes suffer several types of wounds. Hangar rash or surface abrasions are small scratches and dents that can be easily repaired. Puncture wounds are usually the result of some sort of impact. The damage may result from a tool being dropped on a surface or by someone accidentally gouging an area with a sharp object. Often difficult to detect, "disbonding" is serious damage that denotes a separation between the skin and the underlying core material. Delamination is one of the most common types of damage. An impact force such as a bird strike or hitting a hangar door can cause delamination, which can be visible if near the surface. An impact force can also cause core damage—and it can occur during construction. All cores are susceptible to damage. Excessive



Tap Test



Delamination



EAA's First Flight Series.



You've got the airplane—but are you ready to ny it? Not until you watch these videos. FIRST FLIGHTS I\ YOUR ULTRALIGHT/ LIGHTPIAXK



FIRST FLIGHTS IN YOLR HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT



You've purchased an ultralight/light plane but are you ready to fly it? EAA helps you answer this question. The first flights



This video will tell you what to expect during a first flight, what you can do to make the flight go smoothly and how to handle problems if they arise. This video draws upon the resources of more than 40 years of EAA experience.



in a new ultralight/light plane are a challenging and



rewarding experience. Get a head start with this important video.
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TO ORDER CALL 1-800-843-3612 From US and Canada (All others call 920-426-5912)



EAA MAIL ORDERS, PO BOX 3086, OSHKOSH, Wl 54903-3086 Major credit cards accepted. *WI residents add 5% sales tax. *Plus shipping and handling For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Aircraft Building



Benefits: • Stondord Instrument Mounting • Less panel space, lightweight • Accuracy • Convenient Calculations • Easy one-selector operation, reduced pilot workload • Sunlight Readable LCD Digital Display



Features:



• • • •



Accurate Altimeter Air Speed Instantaneous Vertical Air Speed True Air Speed and Density Altitude • OAT • Altitude Encoder



II love this thing!"



Aviation Instrument Technologies Inc. 39520 Aviation Ave. • Zepnynnills, Florida 33540 5293



8137833361 - fax 813 783 6411 www.aircraftinstruments.com



Super flite System II I, ,



Fabric Covering and Finishing Systems



Fabulous Pure Polyurethane "Wet Look" Finish



Less Work • Best Results



FAA/PMA Approved • In service over 15 years OEM • Factory installed on some of the Worlds Finest Aircraft Specified and supplied by Major Kitplane Manufacturers



Superflite System II, the finest finish system money can buy. It doesn't cost any more than old-fashioned methods and it takes HALF the number of coats.



350-4100 FAX: (847) 350-4119



1-800-323-0611



1 1 1 1 Nicholas Blvd. Elk Grove Village, IL 60007



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Composite puncture wound.



I - Tiger Tom Klassen



heat can be a culprit, as can a fuel leak, which may completely eat away the internal foam core. The sun's UV rays, paint stripper, impacts, and other forces can cause resin damage. Determining the amount of resin damage and the resulting overall strength of the structure is difficult. Water intrusion is more of a problem on aircraft with honeycomb cores, but you can find it with other types of core materials. Water seeps into the underlying laminates through a crack that develops in the surface materials. If enough water finds it way into the core material, over time it adds weight to the structure, and this weight may create flight control balance problems. And if the water freezes, the ice may delaminate or otherwise damage the core. Finally, major structural damage is usually the result of overstressing the structure, accidents, and so forth.



Simple Repairs



We'll discuss simple repairs here because only knowledgeable mechanics or builders should undertake major structural repairs. Do not attempt to repair major structural components unless you have a complete understanding of what you are doing and have support from the designer or kit manufacturer. The steps involved in composite repair are: • Detect and assess the damage { • Identify component ; • Remove Paint ' ' ; • Design the repair • Obtain materials and tools • Remove the damaged area • Effect the repair ; • Allow proper curing time •--'
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AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS



• Robust Constant-Speed Prop Developed for Rotax 912/912S/914 & Jabiru 2200/3300 engines • Fully-Feathering -A must for Europa's



Repair Plies ~



with the long wing option • Electronic - No need to replace vacuum gyros with expensive electronic gyros • Simple to Install Wo need for hydraulic pump • Simple to use



Damage Detection—As already mentioned, finding and assessing damage to a composite structure isn't always easy, and it can be downright difficult. Surface damage is readily apparent, but underlying structural damage often goes undetected. Without sophisticated detection methods such as ultrasonic inspection, it may be impossible to detect damage beneath the surface. Visual inspection and "tap testing" are the most common inspection methods builders have at their disposal. Determining damage visually is fairly self-explanatory, and major damage will be readily apparent. The challenge is ascertaining the extent of less apparent damage. Look for surface cracks, dents, scratches, bumps, or humps you haven't seen before. Heat damage (particularly in engine cowls) changes the paint color, etc. If you are unsure about an area, ask someone with composite experience to inspect the area. Always remember that visual



inspection only detects surface damage. It can be misleading because of the possibility of damage to the structure underneath. Tap testing is a simple inspection method that works fairly well, particularly on thin laminates. Tap on an area with a coin (a quarter will do). Listen for a change in the taps' tone as you move from one area to another. To tune your ear, tap an area that you know is sound and then compare the sound you hear when tapping an area of suspected damage. The change in sound will usually indicate a problem underneath—either a delamination or the damage of a laminate. You can use this method to map out the damage needing repair. Small tap hammers are available for this test, and composite repair facilities have electronic hammers that show changes in the density of a material as the area is struck. When performing a tap test, be aware that the damage might be more substantial on the back side of the structure than where you are testing.



• Coming Soon: AP508 - suitable for Lycoming O-235/ 320/360 and Continental O-200/240 American Contact Details: Ph: (414) 961-7077 Toll-free: 1-888-44678-98 Fax: (414) 961-1716 Mobile: (414) 719-7084



www.Propellor.com e-Mail: [email protected]



If you're looking for greater selection, the best support anywhere and a strong commitment to safety, make Fisher Flying Products your first stop.



Step Removal Repair Plies



Automatic Controller simplifies usage • Computer-optimised for best takeoff, climb & cruise performance



Rim Adhesive
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P.O. Box 468-S99 • Edgeley, ND 58433 Phone (701) 493-2286 For lull-color info pack, send $10 in U.S., $12 outside U.S.



Informational video: $15
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• Rugged • Lightweight



• Safe • Shock Absorbing • Dependable • Proven



Aircraft Building



Try FULL LOTUS' floats



just once in rough water. No other float offers so much protection for you and your aircraft.



FULL L^TUS Info kit S8 US, with video $16 US. $25 US for overseas. 333 - 7400 Wilson Avenue, Delta, B.C., Canada V4G 1ES Tel: (604)940-9378 Fax: (604)940-9566 E-mail: [email protected] WEB SITE: www.full-lotus.com



BI-FOLD DOORS/ 507-426-8273



Adtwnw to most c*M*i



Including «lumlnuin,"" compoStM. •«"'•'"*



P.O. Box 220-A24 Fairfax. MN 55332



Super Fil epoxy filler is used as a substitute for Bondo in repairs.



Fast, Reliable, Hi-Tel



Fly-Weight Starters... The Industry's Standard. Shipped to aircraft manufacturers worldwide on new engines. Fully Guaranteed and Dependable.



For Continental Series Engines 0-3000 & E



IO/TSI0360 0/10-470 5.8 Ibs. light



Twice the Spin... Half the Weight!



For Lycoming Engines A. HT Model



10.4 Ibs. light



For Franklin Series Engines



B. LS Model 7.8 Ibs. light



(PZL)4A , 6A4, 6A



_________8.0 Ibs, light



NO BENDIX DRIVE



C. PM Model 7.8 Ibs. light



www.skytecair.com • 1-800-476-7896 • 817-573-2250 P.O. Box 1024, Granbury, TX 76048 • FAX 817-573-2252 For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Here's the deal. Assume you have a rock strike or drop a tool on a composite surface. Even light damage will spread out in a coneshaped area from the point of impact. This means delaminations can occur on multiple plies, and usually they'll be larger on the back side of the structure than on the impact side. This is true on both solid laminates and sandwich-type structures. As you tap-test, try to gain access to the back side of the structure, where you'll often find a larger area of damage. If you can't get to the back side, at least be aware that the damaged area would be more extensive in this side. Tap-testing in the impact area will not reveal this damage. If you're unable to completely determine the extent of damage, you may want to take the airplane to a repair facility that has more sophisticated testing equipment such as ultrasound (and even ultrasound has certain limitations).



ELECTRIC



TRIM



SYSTEMS



Install this small, 14 volt servo motor to control elevator, aileron or rudder trim.



Servo



MAC Trim Systems Include:



ABARIS.



llliiiM,



Advanced Composite Structures Fabrication and Damage Repair



Position Indicator



Rocker Switch



Pushrod Assembly



4A Trim System (.7" Servo Travel).....$195 6A Trim System (1.0" Servo Travel).....195 8A Trim System (1.2" Servo Travel).....215



STICK GRIPS



NEW PRODUCT.



Bezel Switches



MAC Stick Grips come as a complete kit. 'The G1 has a PTT switch. *The G5 includes a PTT switch and 4 pushbutton switches for controlling 2axis electric trim. *The G7 has 2 additional SPOT switches that can be 'Professional look used for controlling radios, with molded faceplate GPS, auto-pilot, etc. 'Dozens of die-cut label choices G1 Stick Grip..$29 'Easy panel mounting G5 Stick Grip....75 r7 'Pushbutton or toggle G7 Stick Grip....95 type switch available MAC WING WALK. Bezel Switch.....$12 Label sheet............4 Measures 26.5" x 9.5"...... S16



Abaris training courses in composite repair are available in Reno, Nevada and Atlanta, Georgia.



MENZIMER AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS 2525-8 Pioneer Avenue, Vista, CA 92083 USA PH 760 598-0592 FAX 760 598-2967
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Download our brochure at: www.menzimeraircraft.com



Component Identification—In an ideal situation you'll identify the composite components before you repair the structure. In other words, you know the



nature of the core material, the type of resin and reinforcement fiber used, and the number of layers of cloth and their orientation. This information helps you make the proper repair, and if you built the airplane you'll have it. If you didn't build the airplane, you should be able to find details of construction in the builder's log or gather data from the designer or kit manufacturer. , \ Paint Removal—Removing the paint will help you better determine the extent of damage and identify component materials. Do not use paint strippers. They will add to the damage you're repairing. Sanding is probably the best way to remove paint. Design the Repair—After determining the extent of damage, you need to design the repair. If the area is significant, you probably will want to involve the designer or kit manufacturer. This is certainly true if the repair involves a structural part. You'll need to lay out the damage and decide how deep the repair should go. In other words, do you need to replace layers of glass? Is the core material damaged and, if so, do you need to replace a portion of it? What type of material are you going to need? What about tools—anything special? What type of repair is needed? There are four basic types of repairs. Nonstructural repairs are mainly cosmetic and involve filler material, sanding, and repainting. Semistructural repairs are
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WKKSAIMRAFT SUPPLY 8OO-221-9425 s Fax 618-654-6591



wicksaircraff.com
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For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Aircraft Building those where the structure's strength isn't important. An



tiov .



except you cut back the underlying plies one by one in a terraced fashion. The resulting plateau areas are then filled in with new laminates. Part of designing the repair is deciding whether you want to attempt it. You may need to bring in someone else to help you with the repair or you may decide to hire a professional. Unless you have proper knowledge and/or training, hiring someone to repair your composite airplane may make sense. This is certainly the case if primary structures are affected. Next month we will continue our discussion by completing the steps of repair as outlined. •



Part of designing the repair is deciding whether you want to attempt it. You may need to bring in someone else to help you with the repair or you may decide to hire a professional.



example would be the plug-and-patch repair where you remove and replace a portion of the core m a t e r i a l and rebuild the area with laminates. A resin injection repair is often used for a delamination. You mix some resin and inject it into the damaged area using a syringe. Usually it's restricted to damage involving one ply. Usually considered a temporary measure, it's a quick and inexpensive repair that usually is not long lasting. A structural repair obviously is used on the airplane's structural parts. It is much more extensive



than the other repairs discussed above and involves several different methods. You can remove the damaged area using the scarf method, which tapers the laminates as you remove the bad layers. The resulting repair will be flush with the surface of the airplane. Step removal is another method. It's similar to a scarf patch



Aircraft Fabric Covering Aircraft Fabric Covering is a must for anyone who wants to save thousands of dollars by covering their own airplane. This two-hour comprehensive video presents every aspect of the Poly-Fiber™ fabric covering process in detail, and in easy-to understand language. From preparing the airplane for covering to spraying on the colors, you are guided step by step through the entire process by a professional EAA SportAir fabric instructor.



Information covered includes: • Preparing surfaces • Attaching the fabric • • • • • •



Aircraft Fabric C o v e ring



'



Tightening the fabric using an ordinary household iron Applying the first coat of Poly-Brush , Tying rib-lacing knots ,1 Applying finishing tapes ' Spraying the UV-blocking chemical, Poly-Spray : Applying the color coats -



When used in conjunction with the Poly-Fiber manual, Aircraft Fabric Covering



(#F11636) removes the mystery surrounding this important process in the construction or restoration of your airplane!
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To order call EAA 1-800-564-6322 or visit us at WWW.eaa.Ofg 1OO
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